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Recent results in multivariable robust control synthesis for linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems are applied
to the control of a turbofan engine over a wide range of power codes. Seven linear, time-invariant models are
used in the control design. The resulting LPV controller consists of seven linear controllers, gain scheduled via
linear interpolation. This gain-scheduled controller is obtained directly as part of the described design process, as
opposed to conventional processes, where the gain schedules are developed after the fact to connect point designs.
A model matching approach is employed such that the resulting closed loop resembles a decoupled set of second-
order systems with speci� ed rise times and overshoots. The performance of linear H 1 point designs are compared
with the LPV controller at � xed operating points. A nonlinear simulation is performed with the turbofan engine
and LPV controller schedules as a function of the power code. The LPV controller exhibits excellent tracking of
reference commands as the power code varies in time.

I. Introduction

T ODAY’S turbofan engines use single input/single output con-
trollers to regulate fan speed and various pressure ratios.

With the introduction of complex, variable cycle engines, high-
performance applications,such as short takeoff and vertical landing
engines and the development of new power systems for the high-
speed civil transport, provide the impetus to investigate advanced
control techniques to optimize the robustness and performance of
these multivariable systems.1¡3
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A variety of multivariable control techniques have been applied
to aircraft turbofan engines. In most cases, the goal is to regulate
engine variables such as fan speed and variouspressure ratios using
control inputs such as fuel � ow, nozzle and duct area, and vane an-
gle. These inner-loopcontrollersare typicallygain-scheduledlinear
controllers,sometimes combinedwith an antiwindupscheme to de-
fend against actuator saturation. Reference 4 provides an extensive
referencelist to previouswork in this area.A more recent case study
comparingvarious robust control techniquescan be found in Ref. 5.
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The control of nonlinear phenomena such as surge and stall is
generally performed by an outer-loop controller. This high-level
controller strives to maintain desirable operating conditions (in
terms of ef� ciency, stall margin, etc.) through speci� cation of spool
speeds and pressure ratios. In some sense, the high-level controller
selects the operatingpoint, and the low-levelor inner-loopcontroller
minimizes the tracking error between actual and desired values of
spool speedsand pressureratios.This paper focuseson the designof
an inner-loopcontrollerfor an aircraft turbofanengine. It is assumed
that the engine inner-loopcontrollercan be designed independently
from the outer-loop controller.This assumption is valid when there
is approximately a factor of four separation between the inner-loop
and the outer-loop control bandwidths.

The turbofan industry and NASA have taken an active research
role in the applicationof multivariablecontrol techniquesto aircraft
engines. General Electric Aircraft Engine has approached multi-
variable control using Edmunds model matching design technique.6

This method allows the designer to specify a second-order, decou-
pled response of the individual channels with a � xed structure con-
troller. Because the control design method is performed only at
speci� c frequencypoints, there is no guarantee that the closed-loop
system will be stable, much less stable in the presence of modeling
errors.7 Linear, point designs are performedat operatingpoints, and
the gains are scheduled either via a lookup table or curve � ts8 to
operate across the � ight envelope. This scheduling approach also
has no guarantee with regard to the stability and performanceof the
scheduled design.

To address stability and performance issues for multivariableen-
gine control design, H1 synthesis techniques have been applied.9

One approach involves the design of a low-order, robust H1 con-
troller that is scheduledas a functionof power code.3 The controller
is scheduled via a constant scaling matrix on the output of the con-
troller. An optimization problem is formulated to � nd the optimal
schedulingmatrix. An antiwindup scheme is added to the design to
address control saturation limits. As with the previous technique,
there are no guaranteeswith regard to the stability and performance
of the scheduled design.

This paperfocuseson thedesignof gain-scheduledcontrollersus-
ing linear, parameter-varying(LPV) control techniques.LPV gain-
scheduled controllers directly incorporate guaranteed stability and
performance levels in the control design process in contrast to the
two approachesto multivariableenginecontrol just cited.LPV gain-
scheduledcontrollersare obtaineddirectly as part of the design pro-
cess described in this paper, as opposed to conventional processes,
where the gain schedules are developed after the fact to connect
point designs.

The turbofan engine is modeled as an LPV system, and recent
LPV synthesis results10;11 are applied to design a gain-scheduled,
LPV controller that works well over a wide range of power codes.
Seven linear, time-invariant (LTI) models are used in the control
design,and it is assumedthat the enginedynamicsvarycontinuously
in a linear manner between these seven points. This results in an
LPV controllerconsistingof seven LTI controllersthat are then gain
scheduled via linear interpolation. A model matching approach is
employed,such that the resultingclosed loop resemblesa decoupled
set of second-ordersystemswith speci� ed rise times andovershoots.
Speci� cally,we desiredecoupledresponsesfromreferenceinputsto
fan speed,coreenginepressure,and theoverallenginepressureratio.
The performance of linear H1 point designs (one at each power
code) are comparedwith thatof theLPV controllerat � xedoperating
points.A nonlinearsimulationis performedwith the turbofanengine
and the LPV controller varying as a function of power code. The
LPV controller exhibits excellent tracking of reference commands
as power code varies in time.

The engine and actuator models used in this paper correspond
to the intelligent engine control (IEC) engine and can be found in
Refs. 3 and 12. Reference3 examines the ability of single H1 point
designs to cover a range of operating conditions at sea level. The
models contain three states (two associated with the rotating com-
pressorand fan and one lumped temperature); three inputs (fuel � ow
W F , exhaust nozzle area A8, and variable bypass duct area A16);
and three outputs [corrected fan speed (PCN2R), core engine pres-

sure ratio (CEPR), and overall engine pressure ratio (LEPR)]. Also
see Ref. 8 for more detail regarding the engine inputs and outputs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie� y review
the LPV synthesisprocedure.The systeminterconnectionemployed
for control designs is described in Sec. III. Section IV presents the
results of several linear point designs, and Sec. V compares these
results with those of the � nal LPV controller.Results of a nonlinear
simulation using the LPV controller are presented in Sec. VI. We
conclude with a brief summary of the results.

II. LPV Gain Scheduling
We begin with a brief introduction to gain scheduling based on

linearparameter-varyingrepresentations.For a compact subsetP ½
Rs , the parameter variation set FP denotes the set of all piecewise
continuousfunctionsmapping R (time) into P with a � nite number
of discontinuities in any interval. A compact set P ½ Rs , along
with continuous functions A : Rs ! Rn £ n , B : Rs ! Rn £ nd ,
C : Rs ! Rne £ n , and D : Rs ! Rne £ nd , represent an nth order
LPV system, whose dynamics evolve as

Px.t/

e.t/
D

A[½.t/] B[½.t/]

C[½.t/] D[½.t/]

x.t/

d.t/
(1)

where ½ 2 FP (Ref. 13). The induced L2 norm of a quadratically
stable LPV system GFP , with zero initial conditions, is de� ned as

GFP
:D sup
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kek2
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This quantity is always � nite. The quadratic LPV ° -performance
problem is now stated. We assume that the controller has the form
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where½ 2 FP and xK representsthe m-dimensionalcontrollerstate,
and that the plant state-space representation is partitioned as
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where y is the measurement, u is the control input, d is the ex-
ogenous disturbance, and e is the error output. The dependence of
A; B; C , and D on the parameter½ has been suppresseddue to space
limitations.

De� nition 1. Given a compact set P ½ Rs , a performance level
° > 0, and the open-loop LPV plant in Eq. (3), the quadratic
LPV ° -performance problem is solvable if there exists an integer
m ¸ 0, a matrix W 2 R.n C m/ £ .m C n/ , W D W T > 0, and continu-
ous bounded matrix functions .AK ; BK ; CK ; DK / : Rs ! .Rm £ m;
Rm £ n y ; Rnu £ m; Rnu £ n y / such that

&
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° ¡1Cc ° ¡1 Dc ¡Ine

’

7% < 0 (4)

for all ½ 2 P , where the matrices Ac , Bc , Cc , and Dc are the closed-
loop state-space data that depend on ½ .

If there exists a controller such that Eq. (4) is satis� ed, then the
closed-loopsystem is quadraticallystable and the induced L2 norm
from d to e, as de� ned in Eq. (2), is less than ° . The main result
is that the existence of a controller that solves the quadratic LPV
° -performanceproblemcanbe expressedas the feasibilityof a set of
af� ne matrix inequalities(AMIs), which can be solved numerically.
For more details on LPV synthesis results the reader is referred to
Refs. 11 and 14–16. The parameter ½ is assumed to be available in
real time, and hence, it is possible to construct an LPV controller
whose dynamics adjust according to variations in ½ and maintain
stability and performance along all parameter trajectories.

This approach allows gain-scheduledcontrollers to be treated as
a single entity, with the gain schedulingachievedvia the parameter-
dependent controller. This allows for a simple implementation of
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the LPV controller, linear interpolationbetween the corresponding
parameter-dependentstate-spacecontrollermatrices.This approach
hasbeensuccessfullyapplied to the synthesisofmissile autopilots,17

controllers for turbofan engines,18 and � ight controllers.19

III. Control Problem Formulation
The systeminterconnectioninitiallyconsideredfor controldesign

is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, Psys represents the three-input, three-
output, three-statemodel providedby Frederick et al.3 The A; B; C ,
and D matrices vary as a function of power code (PC), with data
provided for seven distinct power codes PC D 20; 25; : : : ; 50. The
input and outputunits have beennormalized.As alreadymentioned,
inputs to the plant, Psys, are fuel � ow rate W F , nozzle area A8, and
bypass duct area A16. Outputs are PCN2R, CEPR, and LEPR.

The problem is formulated as a model matching problem in the
H1 and LPV framework. We desire the engine to respond as three
single input/singleoutput (SISO) systemswith no off-diagonalcou-
pling. Pmod represents such a decoupled system, and any difference
between this desired model and the true plant is penalized via the
weight Wp .

The disturbance vector d1 represents reference commands to the
inner-loopcontroller,whosevalueswe wish theplantoutputto track.
Speci� cally, these commands correspond to PCN2Rref, CEPRref,
and LEPRref. The disturbancevector d2 represents noise or actuator
error, to which the controller should be robust. In the � nal control
designs, this disturbancewas moved to the plant output to facilitate
designs with reduced-order weights (Fig. 1) for reasons explained
in the following paragraphs.

By keeping the error vector e1 small, good tracking of d1 is en-
sured.The role of e2 is to penalizecontroleffort, in terms of actuator
magnitudes as well as actuator rates. The controller sees yc as its
input measurements, and generates uc as its output control com-
mands.

The actuator model Pact taken from Ref. 3 is a diagonal augmen-
tation of � rst-order lags with unity gain at DC gain,

Pact D

&
$

26=.s C 26/ 0 0

0 18=.s C 18/ 0

0 0 29=.s C 29/

’
%

The actuator model shown in Fig. 1 supplies actuator positions u
and actuator rates Pu, to allow actuator rates to be penalized in the
control design. In our studies, a zero was added to the actuator
position model at 1000 rad/s, that is, .0:001s C 26/=.s C 26/, to
prevent the actuator penalty weights from rolling off to zero at high
frequency.This is necessary because the LPV and H1 output feed-
back algorithms used for design require that all controls signals
have a nonzero penalty at all frequencies.14;20 The control signals
correspond to fuel � ow W F , exhaust nozzle area A8, and variable
bypass duct area A16 in this application and are represented by uc

in Fig. 1. This allows us to remove the rate bounds from the control
problem (thus penalizing only the actuator positions) if desired, to
study their role in the control design.

Fig. 1 Interconnection for control design.

The modelmatchingblock Pmod was inferredfrom bandwidthand
overshoot requirements speci� ed in Ref. 3. The desired response is
modeled as a second-ordersystem with unity gain at low frequency,
a damping ratio » D 0:65, and natural frequency !0 D 5:5 rad/s,

Pmod D 1
.s=!0/2 C .s=2»!0/ C 1

I3 £ 3

It is desired to have the three transfer functions, PCN2Rref !
PCN2R, CEPRref ! CEPR, and LEPRref ! LEPR, have the same
decoupled response characteristics.The input weight Wi is a con-
stant weighting used to normalize the inputs. The model in Ref. 3
was normalized such that a unit step in any input variable corre-
sponds to a 10% change in the unscaled variable. As the authors in
that work considered steps inputs of magnitude 5, we have chosen
the input weight Wi D 1

5
I3 £ 3 . The H1 control design objective is

to keep the H1 norm less than 1. Note that the product of a control
signal of magnitude5 with the input weight is 1. Hence, a H1 norm
of the closed-loopsystem less than 1 implies that the control signals
are less than 5 in magnitude.

The disturbance Wd is used to model actuator errors as well as
limit the bandwidth of control effort by ramping up at high fre-
quency. For the disturbance to reach the controller, the weight Wd

must increase faster than the plant Psys rolls off, and this requires
additional states in the interconnection. Moreover, the weight Wd

would possibly need to vary with PC, as the plant gains change sig-
ni� cantly across PC. To simplify the LPV gain-scheduled control
design, we chose to move the disturbance to the plant output (as
shown in Fig. 1), where a � rst-order weight was suf� cient to limit
controllerbandwidth.We shall denote the outputdisturbanceweight
by NWd ,

NWd D 0:35
s C 0:03
s C 20

I3 £ 3

The penalties on the control de� ections and rates, Wc, are selected
to be constant as in Ref. 3. Here we have chosen to penalize the
normalized actuator movement larger than unity and normalized
actuator rates larger than 10 in real units:

Wc D
I3 £ 3 0

0 0:1I3 £ 3

The performance weight Wp penalizes the difference between the
desired ideal model and the actual closed-loop response of the tur-
bofan engine. The larger is the magnitude of Wp , the smaller is
the allowable difference between desired and actual output. In our
designs, Wp is a � rst-order low-pass weight given by

Wp D
s C 900
10s C 1

I3 £ 3

At low frequency (below 0.1 rad/s), the Wp weight corresponds to
dc errors of 1

900 or 0.11% tracking error. At 2–6 rad/s, an error of
between 2 and 6% is allowed between desired and actual response.
At high frequency, the mismatch between actual and desired output
is not penalized. Hence, this ensures good tracking of the response
models in the bandwidth 2–6 rad/s, with little or no DC error.

IV. Linear Point Designs
In this section we present several linear H1 point designs based

on the interconnectionstructure in Fig. 1. The controlobjectivesare
as follows.

1) Demonstrate that a single (nominal) H1 controller does not
achieve the desired closed-loopresponsesfor the seven power code
points.

2) Demonstrate that multiple H1 controllers (one for each plant)
achieve the desired performanceobjectives.

3) Motivate an LPV design.
Seven H1 controllerswere synthesized,one for each plant, using

the interconnection of Fig. 1. The H1-norm achieved for these
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Fig. 2 Step responses of the turbofan engine at PC = 20, 35, and 50
using a single H 1 (PC = 35) controller (– – – ) and H 1 point design
controllers at each PC.

designs ranged between 1:5 and 2:1. As the interconnection used
has 18 states, so do each of the seven controllers. In this study, no
attempt is made to reduce the order of the controllers.

Two approacheswere considered to evaluate performance of the
control designs. One involves a measure of the H1 norm from d to
e, which we desire to be smaller than 1, though values of as large as
2–5 were consideredacceptable.The second judgment was made in
terms of our speci� ed objective, through inspection of the nominal
step responseof the closed-loopsystem.Trackingerror, decoupling,
and magnitude of actuator positions and rates were all evaluated in
terms of our original objectives.

Figure 2 shows the amount of coupling present in the seven LTI
models when using a single H1 controller designed at PC D 35
is used. (This operating point was chosen as the nominal to mini-
mize the coupling over all PCs when using a single H1 controller.)
The nine plots in Fig. 2 correspond to the three command inputs,
PCN2Rref, CEPRref , and LEPRref, to the outputs of the enginemodel
PCN2R, CEPR, and LEPR. The control design objective was for
each channel to have completely decoupled unity tracking with a
second-order response.

Note that the step responsein PCN2R variesdramaticallyas PC is
varied using the controller designed for PC D 35. The off-diagonal
terms (which we desire to be zero, based on the decoupled form
of our model in the model matching approach) are on average of
size 0.2. The largest coupling is seen in the step response from
CEPRref to LEPR, which has a peak of roughly 0.45 at PC D 20.
Thus, we see that the closed-loopsystem is decoupledat the PC for
which the controller was designed, but shows signi� cant coupling
at other PCs. The same is true of our desired tracking response,
which is good near the nominal model, but exhibits overshoot (for
PC D 20) and a slow response time (for PC > 40) at other power
codes.

Consider a linear H1 controller synthesized at each PC for the
turbofan engine. The solid line responses in Fig. 2 demonstrate the
ability of individual H1 controllers (one designed for each PC) to
achieve the desired result. Note the decrease in coupling, together
with the desired step response in the diagonal elements. Here the
coupling terms are at least a factor of 10 smaller than the single H1
point design at PC D 35. This is typical of the other six operating
point time responses.The actuatormagnitudesnever exceeded3 for
unit step commands (see the dashed lines in Fig. 3), and the actuator
rates remained between §15 units/s of the scaled input signals.
Notice that these numbers are larger than the limits we originally
speci� ed in our problem setup, and indicate values of ° > 1 in the
H1 synthesis.

Loop-at-a-time gain and phase margins were calculated, and all
of the H1 point designs achieve at least 14 dB of gain margin at a
frequencyof 13.8 rad/s and 64 deg of phase margin at 3.7 rad/s. The

Fig. 3 Linear actuator responses for a unit step in commanded
PCN2Rref .

Fig. 4 Controller magnitude plots for PC = 20, 35, and 50;¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ , H 1
designs and ——, LPV point controllers.

dashed lines in Fig. 4 showmagnitudeplots of the H1 point designs
at PC D 20, 35, and 50. Note how the response of these controllers
changes as a function of PC. Also of interest is a comparison be-
tween the H1 and LPV designs; the differences, though not drastic,
are apparent.

V. LPV Control Design
The H1 controllersdesigned at each PC achieve the desired per-

formance and robustness objectives on the corresponding turbofan
model. The problem is that there is no systematic technique for
scheduling these controllers as a function of PC. Moreover, there
are no guarantees that these scheduled controllers would stabilize
the engine for all PCs and achieve the performanceobjectives.LPV
control design techniques,on the other hand, are formulated to syn-
thesize a scheduled controller for all PCs that guarantees stability
and performance throughout the engine operating regime.

The LPV controller in this work was synthesized using the in-
terconnection in Fig. 1, together with the seven plant models. The
same weighting functions used in the H1 point designs are used
in the LPV design, though the engine model varies as a function
of PC. By using the same interconnection and weights, we obtain
an LPV controller that meets the same performance and robustness
objectives as our original H1 point designs.

The LPV controller measures the errors in PCN2R, CEPR, and
LEPR responses and schedules on PC. (In practice one might
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Fig. 5 Step responses for seven plant models using a single LPV con-
troller.

scheduleonPCN2R or a laggedversionof PC, re� ectingthe fact that
the engine dynamics do not change instantly with changes in PC.
Becauseour models are parametrizedby PC, however,we shall con-
sider the controller to be parametrized by PC as well, independent
of what is actuallyused to schedule the engine in practice.) The syn-
thesis technique requires solving an linear matrix inequality (LMI)
over the entire parameter space for which there are seven points.
Recall from the H1 point designs, the H1 norm varied from 1.5
to 2.1 across PC. For the LPV control design, the induced L2 norm
for all parameter trajectories was 2.45. This norm is only slightly
larger than the maximum value associated with the seven point de-
signs, which indicates that the performance and robustness of the
gain-scheduledLPV design should be close to that of the linearH1
point designs. As with the point designs, the LPV controller has 18
states. No attempt is made to reduce the order of the controller.

Figure 5 shows step response results using a single LPV con-
troller. Note that decoupling is much better than with the single
nominal controller, though not quite as good as that of individual
pointdesigns(Fig. 2). (The point designsrepresentthe best we could
hope to do for frozen parameter values.) In contrast, however, the
performance of the LPV controller is guaranteed not only at the
design points, but at intermediate values of PC as well. The LPV
controller should perform as well in the case when PC is changing.
Moreover, implementation of the gain-scheduled LPV controller
requires only linear interpolation of the state-space data. The LPV
design presented does not use any rate information in the synthesis
of controllers.If boundswere availableon how fast the PCs were al-
lowed to vary, this information could also be included into the LPV
synthesis to obtain a more aggressivecontroller.The present design
is conservative in that it allows for (or defends against) in� nitely
fast variation in PC.

For the LPV point responses to unit step commands, the actuator
magnitudes never exceeded 3 for unit step commands (see the solid
lines in Fig. 3), and the actuator rates remained between §10 units/s
of the scaled input signals. Here we are primarily concerned with
maintainingsimilar actuator rates and bounds as we move from H1
point designs to an LPV controller.

Loop-at-a-time gain and phase margins were calculated, and the
LPV point controller achieve at least 28 dB of gain margin at a fre-
quency of 27 rad/s and 65 deg of phase margin at 3.6 rad/s. In prac-
tice, it is often the case that the non-rate-boundedLPV controllers
have increased robustness as compared with the correspondingH1
point design. However, this increased robustness comes at the ex-
pense of the system performance, for example, decoupling in this
case. A magnitude plot of the LPV point controllers at PC D 20, 35,
and 50 are shown with solid lines in Fig. 4. Note how the responseof
LPV point controllers change as a function of PC and have similar
magnitude characteristicsto the correspondingH1 point designs at
the same power levels.

Fig. 6 Nonlinear simulationof turbofanwith the LPV controller;¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ,
reference commands and ——, closed-loop response.

VI. LPV Simulation
To further test and compare the LPV controllerwith H1 designs,

a simulationwas performedin which referencecommand stepswere
applied to the system while the PC varies as a function of time. The
top plot of Fig. 6 shows the PC trajectory,which covers the range of
values from 20 to 50. The nonlinear simulation is performed with
the PC varyingas a functionof time. The variationin PC and the ref-
erence command inputs used in this simulation are not necessarily
representativeof normal changes in operating conditions,but rather
are intended to illustrate the abilityof the LPV controllerto track the
reference inputs during large and abrupt changes in PC. The LPV
controller is gain scheduled as a function of PC via linear interpo-
lation. Figure 6 shows simulation results using the LPV controller.
The LPV controllers is designed speci� cally to be implemented via
linear interpolation. The reference commands to PCN2R, CEPR,
and LEPR are shown as dashed lines in the plots, and the closed-
loop responses are the solid lines. The tracking performance of the
LPV controller is very close to the desired responsewith only small
deviations in tracking of the LEPR reference command. The max-
imum tracking error seen is 0.23 (recall all signals are normalized
to unit magnitude). If we de� ne the model matching error to be the
difference between the desired model output and the actual closed-
loop model output (with the LPV controller in place), the energy in
the model matchingerror relative to that of the desiredmodel output
is 6.53.

It is also of interest to examine the actuator position and rate
response for the LPV simulation. As in the case of the linear unit
step responses, the actuator magnitude responses remain within the
§5 unit limits, and the actuator rates remain below §15 units/s.

VII. Conclusions
Recentadvancesin robustcontrolsynthesisforLPV systemshave

been applied to a model of a turbofan engine. The control objective
was to decouplethe multi-input/multi-outputsysteminto three inde-
pendent channels with minimal cross coupling, subject to actuator
magnitudeand rate limitations.H1 point designsprovidedan initial
starting point, giving an indication of the performance that might
be expected of an LPV controller.After obtaining reasonable point
designs, an LPV controller was synthesized and its performance
evaluated.

In a parameter-varying simulation, it was shown that the LPV
controllerprovidesexcellent tracking response and does not exceed
actuator magnitude and rate constraints. Although synthesis of the
LPV controller is computationallymore intensive than synthesis of
linear point designs (2 min to compute all seven H1 point designs,
45 min to arriveat the LPV controlleron a 300-MHz,PentiumII ma-
chinewith 64-MBRAM), LPV synthesistechniquesdesigna global
controller for all values of the scheduled variable that guarantees
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both stability and performancein the presenceof in� nitely fast time
variations of the scheduled variable. Although presented here for a
single scheduling variable, LPV methods can also be applied to the
case of multiple scheduling variables.

Summarizing, the gain-scheduled LPV design approach de-
scribed is well suited to the design of inner loops for turbofan en-
gines, is computationallytractable, and providesperformanceguar-
antees under rapid changes in the scheduling variables.
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